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Abstract

A new kinetic shock tube is being commissioned at Instituto Superior Técnico under funding
from the European Space Agency. Its main goal is to support planetary exploration missions, by
studying high-speed radiative and chemical processes kinetics relevant to planetary entries. This thesis
focuses on the performance estimates made for ESTHER shock tube in both single and double stage
configuration. The single stage configuration is expected to reach 8 km/s, satisfying the requirements
for most Mars, Titan and LEO entries. For higher performance, using a double stage configuration,
ESTHER is expected to reach up to 14.5 km/s, simulating Earth return missions and Venus entries.
A drawback of the double-stage configuration is that it makes slower velocities difficult to achieve,
and Mars and Titan entries have to be reproduced resorting to a few performance tweaks. More
recently, there has been renewed interest in exploring Gas Giants. The atmosphere for these planets is
mainly composed of molecular hydrogen with ten to twenty percent of helium and some trace elements.
Although their small molecular weight means that the gas may be more easily accelerated, simulations
in ground facilities are nevertheless difficult to achieve, due to high entry velocities imposed by their
respective mass. Velocities up to 18.4 km/s are the fastest that can be expected to be reached by
the ESTHER facility, hence, alternatives such as changing the helium and neon diluent fraction have
been considered. These two changes increase the post-shock temperature, allowing important flight
condition phenomena to be reproduced. Combining the high velocities obtainable with the short test
times available for the experiments, an accurate trigger system is also essential for the appropriate
operation of the facility. The devised ESTHER streak camera trigger system includes four sensors, an
FPGA rapid development board, a FMC fast ADC converter and a signal conditioning system. These
are discussed in detail in this work.
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1. Introduction

Planetary exploration missions of Solar System
atmospheric bodies has been carried out for more
than 50 years. Despite the accumulated legacy, the
planning for such missions remains one of the more
considerable challenges for Space science. This is
due -among other things- to the severe aerothermo-
dynamic environment that occurs during the atmo-
spheric entry phase for those spacecrafts, which oc-
curs at extreme velocities which may easily exceed
10km/s

A summary of the planetary mission entry ve-
hicles that reached velocities above 6 km/s is pre-
sented in table 1. As most of these missions had as
primary objective the study of the atmosphere of
the respective planet, the ability to provide simula-
tions over planetary entry vehicles is essential. As
performing flight experiments is extremely costly,
the flow environment must be simulated using CFD
codes and must be validated against ground facil-
ities testing. Test facilities to simulate planetary

Table 1: Planetary entry missions overview (based
on Davies and Arcadi [1]).

Entry
year

Name Planet
Entry
speed

(km/s)

1965 FIRE II Earth 11.35
1966 Apollo AS-201 Earth 7.67
1966 Apollo AS-202 Earth 8.29
1967 Apollo 4 Earth 10.73
1968 Apollo 6 Earth 9.60
1967 Venera 4 Venus 10.7
1978 Pioneer Venus Venus 11.54
1995 Galileo Jupiter 47.5
1997 Mars Pathfinder Mars 7.26
2004 Genesis Earth 10.8
2005 Huygens Titan 6.2
2006 Stardust Earth 12.9
2010 Hayabusa Earth 12.04

entry generally either choose to simulate a scaled
version of the real flight condition for a very short
period of time or some specific phenomena of the
real flight condition for a longer period of time.
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More recently, there has been renewed interest in
future Jovian planets entry probes. Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune are the giants of the Solar Sys-
tem and they define the dominant characteristics of
the planetary system. However, entering the atmo-
sphere of a Gas Giant is a challenging engineering
problem. Entry speeds into these planets are of the
order of 20-50 km/s [2], resulting in extreme heat-
ing environments in the shock layer. Nevertheless,
Galileo probe has successfully entered into Jupiter’s
atmosphere, in December 1995, with a velocity of
47.5 km/s [3].

Currently a new kinetic shock tube is being com-
missioned at Instituto Superior Técnico, Lisbon.
The European Shock-Tube for High Enthalpy Re-
search (ESTHER) is a combustion driver shock
tube, where research in plasma radiation of shocked
flows speed in excess of 14 km/s in air, is to be
carried out in support of European planetary ex-
ploration missions. The overall aim of this the-
sis is to estimate the performance of the ESTHER
shock tube in both single and double diaphragm
configurations, using the STAGG code for differ-
ent planetary atmospheres. Due to the very small
test times expected, an accurate trigger system is
required. Thereafter, the trigger system for the ES-
THER shock tube is analysed and implemented into
a representative signal.

2. Hypervelocity facilities outlook

Low-pressure, high speed nonequilibrium flows
may be accurately simulated using shock tubes,
shock tunnels or expansion tubes.Shock tubes
have the indisputable advantage of generating the
faithful post-shock conditions of planetary entries.
Shock tube experiments generally monitor radiative
emission/absorption to infer the properties of the
shocked flow. However, as reported by Mirels [4],
due to low density effects, the separation between
the moving shock wave and the contact surface trav-
elling behind significantly decreases with pressure,
which makes it difficult to establish flows over test
models.

Shock tunnels make use of the shock tube capa-
bility of compressing and heating the test gas, but
a nozzle is added at the end of the shock tube. At
the exit of the divergent part of the nozzle, the flow
becomes hypersonic at low temperature. Thus, to
simulate real flight conditions by generating hyper-
sonic flows around bodies, shock tunnels may rep-
resent an appropriate choice [5]. However, both re-
flected and non-reflected shock tunnels are limited
in the stagnation enthalpy that can be simulated
due to the energy added to the flow across a shock
wave. This is because at very high shock speeds, the
flow exists as a highly dissociated plasma, which is
useful to study plasma and blunt body heat transfer

behind shock waves but not for aerodynamic test-
ing. Such facilities are generally limited to Earth
orbit velocities and below [6].

The expansion tube has the configuration of a
conventional shock tube with addition of an expan-
sion section attached at the downstream end of the
driver tube, containing an acceleration gas [7]. Af-
ter initial shock processing of the test gas in the
shock tube, an unsteady expansion fan adds more
energy to the final test flow, therefore the kinetic
energy of the gas is increased while the temper-
ature of the gas remains relatively low [8]. This
type of facility is to be used to generate very high
Reynolds number flows since the flow is never stag-
nated [8], which reduces dissociation and ionization
[9]. However, this has the disadvantage of hav-
ing much shorter test times and developing large
boundary layers in the resulting test flow [9].

Another type of ground testing facilities used
to study hypersonic phenomena are generally rel-
atively low velocity and long duration, such as
arc-jets, plasma torches and plasma wind tunnels.
These are high enthalpy test facilities which have
test times long enough for the test model to reach
temperatures at which hot-wall and ablation tests
can be performed. However, while they can recre-
ate flow stagnation enthalpy, they cannot recreate
the velocity or the other upstream properties of a
real entry flow field. Tab. 2 summarizes the fa-
cilities capable of reaching superorbital velocities.
Here, these velocities are arbitrarily considered as
capable of exceeding 10 km/s.

Table 2: Superorbital flow facilities (based on
Reynier [10]).

Facility
Driver

technology
Stage

Perf
(km/s)

EAST Arc driven single 46
X2 Free piston double 10
X3 Free piston double 10

LENS XX Electrically heated double 12
HVST Free piston double 15
ADST Arc driven 14

ESTHER Combustion double 14
T6 Stalker Free piston double 18

3. Shock tube theory

In its simplest configuration, a shock tube con-
sists of two different pressure sections separated by
a diaphragm. However, this simple shock tube can-
not generate shocks with high Mach numbers. This
may be overcome adding a acceleration tube using
a double diaphragm configuration.

A summary of the underlying theory of differ-
ent configuration shock tubes is presented and non-
ideal effects such as wall boundary layers, blast
wave formation and diaphragm rupture dynamics
are presented. Relevant equations are found in the
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thesis document.

3.1. Basic principles of ideal shock tubes
Single diaphragm, constant area: This is

the simplest shock tube configuration.After di-
aphragm rupture, the gas in the driver section ex-
pands towards the working section, causing a nor-
mal shock wave. The shock wave propagates to the
right with velocity us, increases the pressure of the
gas behind it (region 2) and induces a mass mo-
tion with velocity u2. The test and driver gases are
separated by a contact surface, which also moves at
velocity u2 and pressure p2. Across this contact sur-
face, p3 = p2 and u3 = u2, but the entropy changes
discontinuously. Simultaneously, expansion waves
move into the high pressure section, continuously
decreasing the pressure in region 4 to a lower pres-
sure value, p3 behind. Fig. 1 schematically shows
the flowfield after diaphragm removal.

u2 us
4 3 2 1

Figure 1: Flow diaphragm of a constant area ratio
shock tube [not to scale].

The normal shock wave velocity is given in terms
of pressure ratio, p2/p1, by

us = a1

√
γ1 + 1

2γ1

(
p2
p1
− 1

)
+ 1. (1)

Initial conditions of the driver and driven gases,
as well as p4/p1 ratio determine the strengths of
the incident shock and expansion waves onset after
the diaphragm rupture. This ratio is given by the
so-called shock-tube equation:

p4
p1

=
p2
p1

1−
(γ4 − 1)

(
a1

a4

)(
p2

p1
− 1
)

√
2γ1

[
2γ1 + (γ1 + 1)

(
p2

p1
− 1
)]


− 2γ4
γ4−1

.

(2)
For a given diaphragm pressure ratio p4/p1, the

incident shock strength p2/p1 will be stronger as
a1/a4 is smaller. As a =

√
γRT =

√
γ(R/M)T ,

being γ the specific heats ratio, R the perfect gas
constant and M the molar mass of the gas, the
speed of sound is faster in a hot light gas than
in a cold heavy gas. Thus, to maximize the inci-
dent shock strength for a given p4/p1, the driver gas
should be a low molecular weight gas at high tem-
perature (hence high a4) and the test gas should
be a high molecular weight gas at low temperature
(hence low a1).

Single diaphragm, variable area: The
schematic diagram for this configuration is pre-
sented in Fig. 2.

u2 us
4 3a 3b 3b’ 3 2 1

Figure 2: Flow diagram of shock tube with conver-
gent geometry [not to scale].

For the following analysis, except across the
shock itself, isentropic processes and ideal gas be-
haviour are assumed.

At diaphragm removal, energy is extracted from
the driver gas through an unsteady expansion from
state 4 to state 3a. Based on Alpher and White [11]
and considering the general case of a convergent-
divergent diaphragm section, the pressure ratio
p4/p1 may be expanded as

p4
p1

=
p4
p3a

p3a
p3b′

p3b′

p3b

p3b
p3

p3
p2

p2
p1

(3)

where p4/p3a is the ratio required to accelerate the
driver gas through an unsteady expansion from rest
to the Mach number M3a; p3a/p3b′ is the ratio re-
quired to bring the driver gas by a steady expansion
from M3a to M3b′ ; p3b′/p3b is the ratio required to
bring the gas by a steady expansion from M3b′ to
M3b through an area ratio A3b′/A3b; and p3b/p3 is
the ratio needed from an unsteady expansion from
M3b to M3. At the contact surface, p3 = p2.

Applying the non-steady expansion wave rela-
tions through regions 4− 3a and 3b− 3, the steady
expansion wave relations through the supersonic
nozzle (region 3a − 3b) and the pressure boundary
condition, p3 = p2, equation 3 yield

p4
p1

=
1

g

p2
p1

[
1− u2

a1

a1
a4

γ4 + 1

2
g−

γ4−1
2γ4

]− 2γ4
γ4−1

(4)

where the quantity g is the equivalence factor de-
fined as [11]

g =

{[
2 + (γ4 − 1)M2

3a

2 + (γ4 − 1)M2
3b

] 1
2
[

2 + (γ4 − 1)M3b

2 + (γ4 − 1)M3a

]} 2γ4
γ4−1

.

(5)

Double diaphragm, variable area: A simple
shock tube cannot generate shocks with extremely
high Mach numbers and the corresponding attain-
able post-shock temperature is low. To increase the
shock Mach number, the ratio of sound speeds in
the driver and working gases must be increased.
This may be achieved by using different gases or
heating the driver gas. Another alternative is to
use cross-sections area reduction at the diaphragm.
This causes a steady expansion wave in the driver
gas in the subsonic region of the flow which is ther-
mally more efficient than an unsteady expansion.
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When the first diaphragm ruptures, a primary
shock wave with velocity us7 is produced, process-
ing it to a contact surface with velocity u6 and cre-
ating expansion waves. Once this primary shock
wave reaches the second diaphragm, it is reflected
and the pressure and temperature increase. At di-
aphragm opening, a main shock wave is produced,
with a velocity us1 greater than the velocity of the
primary shock wave. Based on the initial condi-
tions, properties in region 11 (driver section), re-
gion 7 (intermediate section) and region 1 (working
section), before the diaphragm removal, are known.
A schematic representation for the different zones
after both diaphragmss burst is presented in Fig.
3.

u6 us7 u5 u2 u1
11 10

9

8 6 7 5

4 3 2 1

Figure 3: Flow diagram of a double shock tube with
two cross-section area reductions [not to scale].

3.2. Disturbance effects

In an ideal shock tube, the shock wave propa-
gates with velocity us and the contact surface with
velocity u2, both at constant pace. However, in an
actual shock tube, the presence of a wall boundary
layer alters the velocity for the main shock wave
and the main contact surface. This boundary layer
between shock and contact surface removes mass
from this region, causing the shock to decelerate
and the contact surface to accelerate. The flow be-
comes non-uniform and the separation distance de-
creases below the ideal value, reducing effective test
time.

Wall boundary layer Boundary layer effects
have been studied by many authors. Trimpi and
Cohen [12], Mirels [13], Dem’yanov [14] and Spence
and Woods [15] presented wall boundary layer the-
ories that were primarily concerned with the un-
steady motion of the shock. Roshko [16], Hooker
[17], Mirels [4, 18] and Ackroyd [19] theories sought
to predict only the duration of the hot flow, while
satisfying the condition of mass continuity between
the shock and the contact surface. According to
Mirels [4], in a conventional shock tube, the sepa-
ration between the contact surface and the shock
wave increases as the distance until the diaphragm
increases. However, in a low pressure shock tube,
Duff [20] observed that at a certain point, the sepa-
ration reaches a maximum value and that, after the
limiting value, the contact surface and the shock
both move with equal and constant velocity.

Wall drag effects on shock velocity As the
boundary layer grows, the speed of the shock wave is
reduced through drag effects. Milne [21] developed
a simplified theory to estimate these effects through
the addition of a source term to the ideal case. For
a circular cross-section tube of working diameter d1,
the momentum source term per unit length of tube
is given by

Sw =
4
∫ d1

0
τwdz

d21
=

4τw
d1

, (6)

where d1 is the diameter of the working section and
τw the wall friction, that is expressed as function of
the coefficient of friction, Cf , and the ideal speed
and density of the shock, respectively, us and ρs,

τw = Cf
ρsu

2
s

2
. (7)

The coefficient of friction is parametrized in terms
of the Reynolds number, Re, by

Cf =


64/Re if Re < 1200

0.316/Re
1
4 if 1200 < Re < 105

0.00332 + 0.221/Re0.237 if Re > 105

(8)
where Re = (d1/ν)us. ν corresponds to the kine-
matic viscosity

ν = µ

√
Ts/3000

ρs
(9)

and the viscosity µ, a function of the gas in the
shock tube, is typically approximated by 10−4 [21].

Given these parameters, the momentum source
term may be added to the velocity equation, and
calculated iteratively by

ulosses(i) = ulosses(i− 1)− Swdx

ρs
(10)

with ulosses(i− 1) the velocity in the previous step,
and dx the step length.

Blast wave formation For sufficiently long
shock tubes, it is experimentally observed that the
wave structure (that comprises the shock wave, con-
tact surface and a family of expansion waves) even-
tually evolves into a shape resembling an air blast
wave [22]. To study this, the wave interactions tak-
ing place upon the reflection of the head expan-
sion wave at the left end wall need to be consid-
ered. Once the reflected head wave reaches the
right-propagating shock, it marks the onset of the
Friedlander wave form in the shock tube. The de-
termination of the location for the onset of the
wave form only requires tracking the evolution of
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the head wave. Note that this algorithm was de-
veloped solely for single diaphragm configurations,
hence the notation for this configuration assuming
unitary area ratios.

The location of the Friedlander wave is given by

L = L4 + ustd (11)

where L4 is the length of the driver section, us is
the shock speed and td is the time of onset of the
Friedlander wave, given by

td =
2L4a2

a4(u2 + a2 − us)

(
p4
p2

) γ4+1
4γ4

. (12)

where, a2 and a4 are the sound speeds, and p2
and p4 the driver pressures, respectively behind the
shock and initially at the driver section; γ4 is the
specific heat ratio in the driver section.

Secondary diaphragm rupture Many theo-
ries have been proposed to model the diaphragm
rupture process. The ideal rupture model is usu-
ally used as a first approach and considers the sec-
ondary diaphragm to be infinitely thin and mass-
less, to rupture instantaneously on impact by the
primary shock and, therefore, to have no impact on
the flow.

In reality, the diaphragm interferes with the flow
during and after rupture. The two most widely used
approaches are the diaphragm inertia and holding
time rupture models, that take into account the fi-
nite rate opening time of the secondary diaphragm.

The inertia model was proposed by Morgan and
Stalker [23] and assumes that the diaphragm breaks
instantaneously once the primary shock hits it and
then it stays together as an obstacle in the flow
field. The reflected shock is weakened over time
through interaction with expansion waves caused
by diaphragm acceleration.

The holding time rupture model, proposed by
Haggard [24], notes the time of arrival of the pri-
mary shock at the secondary diaphragm and, after
a specific time, the diaphragm is instantaneously
removed. The holding time secondary diaphragm
rupture model underestimates the test gas recombi-
nation through the unsteady expansion [25]. How-
ever, it provides a simple pre-rupture flow field.

4. Performance design
Requirements for ESTHER design call for a fa-

cility beyond the current state-of-the-art with an
emphasis on superorbital flow regimes. This drives
the facility design optimization.

The first optimization concerns the driver to
working area ratios. the shock speed gains due to
area change1 are presented in Fig. 4.

1in single stage mode

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7.2

7.4

7.6
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8.8

9

Figure 4: Effect of area ratio (single diaphragm con-
figuration).

The shock speeds increase logarithmically with
area ratio increase, up to a point where the gains
become marginal An overall area ratio of 6.25:1
was chosen, as a practical upper limit as with the
Convair shock tunnel [26]. The second-stage tube
area (between the 6.25:1 ratios) is then optimized
to yield the highest working section shock speed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Figure 5: Effect of area ratio (double diaphragm
configuration).

The optimal driver to intermediate area ratio is
about 2 for the 6.25:1 overall area ratio. As the
ESTHER working section tube diameter is 80 mm,
the other ones should respectively be 130 mm and
200 mm for the second stage and driver sections.

Then the optimal intermediary pressure has to be
estimated. Fig. 6 presents the pressure-dependednt
performance 2.

Overall, improvements in speed between 30% and
45% are obtained when comparing two-stage to one-
stage configurations.

2for both single and double stages configurations
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Figure 6: Effect of intermediate pressure.

4.1. Performance discussion
The performance envelope for the ESTHER

shock-tube, in single and double stage configura-
tions, has been obtained for several planetary atmo-
spheres and is presented in Fig. 7. The single stage
mode performance is not discussed in detail, since
its operation range is much more narrower than the
double stage one.

For Earth’s atmosphere, the maximum shock
speeds (including losses) vary between about 11.5
km/s and 14.5 km/s, for working pressures between
10 Pa and 100 Pa. Minimum velocities range be-
tween 5.5 and 9.5 km/s. The facility can accord-
ingly reproduce any fast Earth entry. Venus, Mars
and Titan fast entries can also be comfortably be
reproduced, with minimum shock speeds between
about 5 and 9km/s for CO2–N2 atmospheres, and
maximum shock speeds between 11 and 14 km/s.
Titan entry performance is nearly identical to Earth
reentry performance, owing to the nigh identical
test gas molecular masses.

Gas Giants entries are simulated considering a
90% H2 and 10% He gas mixture. Since the test gas
is lighter, higher speeds are reached, up to a maxi-
mum of 18.36 km/s for 10Pa ambient pressure. The
lowest possible Gas Giant entry speed is Uranus en-
try at 22.3 km/s, therefore no direct reproduction
of a Gas Giant entry is possible within the double
stage configuration of ESTHER. Alternative venues
for reproducing such shock speeds as recently pro-
posed by James et al. [27], have to be considered:
increasing the test gas helium composition, or he-
lium gas substitution by neon. Although these tech-
niques do not sensibly increase shock velocity3, they
do increase the post-shock temperature, allowing
the partial reproduction of post-shock flow condi-
tions in Gas Gaints entries.

Fig. 8 presents helium (He) and neon (Ne) molar

3and may even decrease it in the case for neon

fractions influence on post-shock variables.

When adding helium diluent to the H2/He mix-
ture, the shock speeds increase about only 3.8%,
while the post-shock temperature more than dou-
bles, comparing the results for 90% He to those for
10% He. In the case of addition of neon to the
H2/He mixture, as a consequence of its five times
higher molecular weight compared to helium, shock
layer conditions with significant levels of dissocia-
tion and ionization may be reproduced at achiev-
able speeds. Moreover, even though the shock speed
decreases slightly, the post-shock temperature in-
creases around 42%. Thereafter, despite the low
shock speeds achieved when simulating Gas Giants
entries, even with helium or neon diluent, the en-
try frozen temperature may be recreated in ground
facilities.

Regarding wall loss mechanisms, Milne’s [21]
model evidenced shock speed losses increasing be-
tween 30 and 50 m/s as the test gas pressure de-
creases, independently of the test gas compositions.
Higher losses up to 200m m/s are reported for Gas
Giants mixtures, with no clear pressure dependence.
However the viscosity model, based on air gases,
may be questionable in this specific case and must
be validated.

The viscous test times were computed based on
Mirels [4] and Milne’s [21] theories. There was a
large discrepancy between the results obtained. As
Mirels’ theory presents the more pessimistic results,
these should be the ones considered, prior to getting
actual experimental results. However, his theory
was deducted for weak shock speeds, hence the the-
ory might be applied outside its validity range. Nev-
ertheless, considering these results as pessimistic,
the test times may vary between 3.5 µs and 21.7
µs, for single diaphragm configuration, and between
1.3 µs and 30.7 µs, for double diaphragm configura-
tion. Again, the worst estimated test times cor-
respond to Gas Giants’ atmosphere, as the test
time decreases with the increase of the shock speed.
Adding neon diluent into the H2/He gas decreases
the shock speed. Thereafter, this addition is ex-
pected to increase the test time.

A final cross-check has been caried out to cer-
tify the absence of blast waves in any configuration.
Tasissa et al’s [22] algorithm was implemented in
single stage configuration. It was predicted that
blast wave formation occurs almost 800 m ahead of
the diaphragm position, which is much longer than
the actual shock tube length. For double stage con-
figuration, the algorithm was applied considering
the properties of the intermediate section. The in-
tersection of the head of the expansion wave with
the primary shock wave occurs after the main shock
wave passes the observation window (around 150 m
after the first diaphragm position). This is corrob-
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Figure 7: Envelope performance for different planetary atmospheres.
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Figure 8: Effects of helium and neon diluent.

orated through the wave diagrams elaborated using
the characteristics method, and presented in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Wave diagram for ESTHER in double
diaphragm configuration.

A final remarks may be made regarding the ES-
THER performance envelope in Fig. 7: Since ES-
THER is tailored for high-speed performance, it

has trouble reaching low speeds. These lower speed
ranges might still be desirable for flight testing, one
good example being the atmospheric entry in Mars,
where peak radiative heat fluxes (CO2 IR radiation)
are expected to occur at significantly lower speeds
then peak convective heating, around 3 km/s [28].

Lower velocities may be achieved through two
possible techniques: 1) changing the intermediate
pressure to its lowest value; and 2) changing the
driver gas for a heavier mixture. The first tech-
nique was considered when designing the envelope
performance. As the highest working pressure is
100 Pa, the lowest intermediate pressure that may
be considered is 1 mbar (100 Pa), since it should
not be inferior to the working pressure. When con-
sidering the lowest driver to working pressures ra-
tio and a non optimized intermediate pressure, the
low driver to intermediate pressures ratio creates a
weak primary shock wave, which will be then slowly
accelerated in the working section, resulting in the
slowest obtainable shock.

Focusing on the second technique, one may try to
achieve shock speeds lower than the ones for a driver
mixture of 7:2:1 He:H2:O2, by substituting the he-
lium dilutant by nitrogen, keeping the mixture ra-
tio. Not only the driver gas becomes heavier, but
also the rotational-vibrational modes of N2 will ab-
sorb a certain amount of combustion heat. Hence,
the shock speed is expected to be lower. This sec-
ond technique has not been considered in this work
due to lack of time for producing an updated equi-
librium gas model.

5. Trigger system

As the facility test times are expected to be very
small, a high-performance, accurate trigger system
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is necessary. Here, the development of this trigger
system and the associated pressure sensors are dis-
cussed.

5.1. Streak camera trigger proposal

The original streak camera system was being de-
veloped by IUSTI, from University of Provence.
The system was composed by five piezoelectric sen-
sors, four before and one after the camera and based
on ECL fast electronics. Despite the schematic
design being already finalized and some compo-
nents already bought, there were a few disadvan-
tages inherent to IUSTI project. Therefore, a new
schematic design was devised, using FPGA based
hardware and fast analogue to digital converter
(ADC).

The new streak camera system design proposes
the selection of only four sensors (three before and
one after the camera), a FPGA rapid development
board, a FMC fast ADC converter and a signal con-
ditioning system, as presented in Fig. 10.

Figure 10: Streak camera system.

The KC705 evaluation board was selected, pro-
viding a hardware environment for developing and
evaluating designs targeting the Kintex-7 FPGA
[29].

The FMC-based development board is a high
speed data acquisition that comprises four 14-bit
ADC channels with sampling speeds up to 250 MS/s
[30]. The firmware for this system was developed in
Vivaldo based on a reference design project avail-
able from Analog Devices (FMC-176 [30]).

As the FMC-176 board only has four ADC chan-
nels, the number of sensors that can be connected
is limited to four (three before and one after the
camera). Two sensors before the camera position
are the strict minimum to measure the delays, with
the third sensor providing a cross-check of the time
threshold before sending it to the camera. The sen-
sor after the camera is used to validate and recali-
brate the results, downstream of the camera. These
sensors cannot be directly connected to the FMC

development board, hence, a ”signal conditioning”
system needs to be developed. The ”signal con-
ditioning” system can be divided into two parts,
depending on two types of available sensors that
is connected to: piezoelectric (PE) sensors or inte-
grated electronics piezoelectric (IEPE) sensors.

This system is expected to precisely detect the
speed of the passing wave and generate an accu-
rate time trigger signal for the diagnostic at a clock
speed of 125 MHz.

5.2. Trigger generation
Heaviside signal A simplified model is firstly

analysed to outline the FPGA algorithm, For this
model, there are three input signals (corresponding
to the sensors before the camera) considered to be
heavisides: initially at zero, increasing immediately
to one once the wave intercepts the sensor. The
outputs of the sensors are modelled by the response
of a Butterworth second order filter, with cutoff fre-
quency ωn, and simulated white noise. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: Simulation with a heaviside signal.

The dash-dotted line corresponds to the thresh-
old voltage level which is arbitrarily chosen. As
the rise time for the different filtered signals may
be considered equal, the trigger level can be al-
tered theoretically without influencing the time de-
lay. Once the first signal output (orange signal)
reaches that value, the system starts counting the
time until the second signal output (red signal) ex-
ceeds it as well. The difference between the passage
of both signals corresponds to the delay time.

For the third signal, instead of using the previ-
ous algorithm, the constant fraction zero-crossing
discriminator (CFD zero-crossing) method is imple-
mented. The advantage of this algorithm is such
that the delay has a lower dependency on the am-
plitude of the filtered signal, compared with the
threshold algorithm.

Alongside the third filtered signal (brown signal),
a new signal (pink signal) is generated at FPGA
level. The pink signal is a double differentiation
of a moving average of the brown signal. For the
CFD zero-crossing method, the instant when the
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pink signal crosses the zero is measured and to that
value, the threshold time calculated previously is
summed and multiplied by two constants: gain and
offset. These allow correcting the results. The re-
sulting time corresponds to the instant at which the
front wave will pass and, therefore, the streak cam-
era should record the values. The fourth sensor is
placed after the camera to verify if the instant at
which the camera recorded the values was correct.
If not, it also provides data to adjust that value.

Real signal A representative signal from the
X2 expansion tube (University of Queensland) was
extracted from James et al. [31], so as to more
accurately study and predict the behaviour of the
trigger system. As the ESTHER will have at most
three sensors before the streak camera, the afore-
mentioned algorithms were only implemented on
the first three signals.

The influence of the cutoff frequency of the But-
terworth filter on the output signal may also be
analysed. The parameter ωn was altered between
0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002. Figure 12 presents the in-
put and output signals obtained for ωn = 0.0005.
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Figure 12: Filtered signal pressures.

The comparison between the different cases
showed that once the cutoff frequency is decreased,
there is a reduction of oscillations of the filtered
signal. However, there is also an increase of the
rise time for the filtered signal and further an at-
tenuation of the maximum frequency that passes
the filter, which in turn alters the value of the
maximum post-shock wave pressure by almost 12%
(when comparing the extreme cases analysed).

Nevertheless, for the trigger system to accurately
measure the threshold time, the relevant informa-
tion is the time difference between two points at
the same level, hence the same pressure, from the
first two consecutive sensors. The cutoff frequency
must accordingly be chosen such that the signal os-

cillations due to noise do not intersect the threshold
level more than once. Those oscillations are clearly
visible for higher cutoff frequencies.

For the third signal, the cutoff frequency slightly
influences the maximum post-shock wave pressure
(only 3%), while the signal resulting from the CFD
zero-crossing (red signal) is significantly altered.
For low cutoff frequencies, the differentiated signal
is critically attenuated and the zero-crossing may
even not occur for the shock front wave signal (as
seen in the zoom of the signal for ωn = 0.0005, in
the smallest box in figure 12). When increasing the
cutoff frequency, the intersection with zero occurs
earlier than for an inferior frequency. This intersec-
tion instant is then corrected by the constants, for
the calculation of the final time sent to the streak
camera.

6. Conclusions
The primary objective of this thesis was to esti-

mate the performance design of the new ESTHER
shock tube. For different planetary atmospheres,
the lossless shock speeds have been simulated, us-
ing the STAGG code. The wall drag losses were
computed applying Milne’s algorithm and the test
times were predicted based on Mirels’ work. As
the ESTHER shock tube is expected to have a very
small test time, an accurate trigger system was then
discussed.

The initial theoretical predictions have provided
the optimal area ratios which yield the optimal
shock speeds, and, for a double stage shock-tube,
the optimized intermediate pressure. The lowest
shock speeds are achievable in turn for the lowest
driver to working pressures ratio and a non opti-
mized intermediate pressure.

Simulations for Earth, Mars and Venus, Titan
and Gas Giants’ gas compositions were analysed
and, with the notable exception of Gas Giants,
the required superorbital atmospheric entry veloci-
ties are expected to be reached, using a double di-
aphragm configuration.

Gas Giants simulations were also carried out us-
ing a pessimistic equilibrium gas model and a max-
imum shock speed of 18.4 km/s was predicted. As
this speed is not enough to simulate Gas Giants
entries, gas substitutions were analysed and it was
concluded that both neon and helium may simulate
the frozen entry temperatures.

The estimates for disturbance effects predicted
wall losses to be only dependent on the working
pressure, at the again notable exception of Gas Gi-
ants atmospheres which had higher wall losses; the
test time by Mirels’ theory to be very small and
highly dependent on the shock speed; and the blast
wave initiation length to be much longer than the
actual length of the shock tube.

As the test times are expected to be very small,

9



a very accurate trigger system is necessary. The
system devised for ESTHER was briefly explained
and the FPGA algorithm was implemented for a
simplified model and then on a representative sig-
nal. The influence of the cutoff frequency on the
latter was analysed and it was verified that, when
decreasing the cutoff frequency, there is a reduction
of oscillations of the filtered signal, an increase of
the rise time and an attenuation of the maximum
post-shock wave pressure. When implementing the
CFD zero-crossing method, it was verified that the
cutoff frequency influences slightly the maximum
post-shock pressure, while the differentiated signal
is critically attenuated for low cutoff frequencies.
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